Ozone

Personal Air Purifiers

Environmental Technology

For homes, offices, shops and vehicles
No Ductwork or Installation required

. . . electronic control
of odours, germs
and airborne dust

CC1, HD5, HC4

Leading Edge Technology
High technology products for purifying the air you live in.

These innovative products generate environmentally friendly
levels of ozone and ions for odours, germs, airborne dust and
smoke control.
With model CC1 you only require one product as it is suitable
for protecting an entire home. It is often located in the kitchen
or stairwell from where it can purify air which will reach the
whole house. It is also suitable for an entire office floor or
shop (such as a butcher or florist).
Model HD5 is designed to protect a single room. Try locating
one in the kitchen and another in the laundry/bathroom area.
The HD5 is also ideal for desktop location at the office
reception or boardroom. Or for shop areas such as the food
counter or kitchen or the amenities.
Model HC4 can purify the air in your car just as the other
models purify the air inside buildings.

How Ozone and Ions Work
Ozone and Ions are very effective when generated together.
Unfortunately, cheap products
make only one or the other.
(This would be like buying an air
conditioner which treats humidity
but not temperature!) A recent
international study has shown that
ozone and ions are four times
more effective at air purification
than either one of these on its
Specifications subject to change

Ozone is made from life-giving oxygen. The ozone permanently
removes odours and germs by a process of oxidation. Then,
when it has done its job, it automatically converts back into
oxygen again. Ozone is nature's own powerful purifier. The
ozone layer is essential for life on earth and protects us from
ultraviolet rays. The clean, fresh smell evident after a lightning
storm is ozone. (Fresh air in a forest or by the sea or a waterfall
or after a storm can have an ozone level up to 0.1ppm).
Ions are made from oxygen and air. They are charged particles
which bond to airborne smoke and dust. The particles then
become electrically attracted to each other, becoming heavier
and falling to the floor. Negative ions also help to restore
nature's ion balance and can enhance natural health and well
being. (Fresh country air has a negative ion level of 3,000 per
cm3, and air near waterfalls of 100,000 per cm3. A stale house
or office has a typical level below 100 per cm3).
Air Purifiers help create indoor conditions which are like
those found in the healthy outdoors. When Air Purifiers are
used correctly, the ozone and ion levels created are similar to
those found in healthy outdoor environments, such as a forest
or by a waterfall.
Air Purifiers can provide four key benefits:
• Deodorise cigarette smoke, food odours, body odours, etc
• Control microbes such as bacteria, viruses and moulds
• Remove airborne dusts and smoke particles
• Restore nature's ion balance for natural health and well
being
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Personal Air Purifiers
For homes, offices, shops and vehicles
No Ductwork or Installation required

Home & Office Purifier 			
The CC1 is designed for large spaces such as a whole house

or building. It is rich with great features, many of which are
truly unique:
• Combination ozone and ion electronics (rather than just one
or the other). This is essential to yield all four benefits: the
control of odours, microbes, dust and ion balance.
• Safe plastic case and controls. Electrically insulated
products are essential in wet areas such as kitchens and
laundries. (Metal cases should not be used with high
voltage products).
• Electrical certifications, including EMI (no electromagnetic
interference is caused to affect TV reception, mobile
phones, pacemakers, etc).
• Patented Plasma Ozone Emitters, featuring a wafer thin
silicon alloy laminate - microchip technology. Also the
active electrode is removed from the airstream entirely.
Many benefits result:
- reduces residue build-up and the need for cleaning.
- minimises sparking in smoky/humid environments.
• A stylish look, with a translucent case, revealing a glimpse
of the inner components.
• Long life Plasma Source and separate Ion Source, which
modify voltage, frequency, wave shape, etc. Both are fully
enclosed and impervious to moisture or corrosion.
• Variable ozone output, switch controlled.
• Variable fan/airflow output, switch controlled.
• In-built circulation fan with 2-stage inlet filter.
• Two configurations are possible: portrait or landscape. (Or,
hang it on the wall using the OB1 bracket accessory).
• Extra long-life design. Our components have a design
life up to 10 times greater than that of cheap alternative
products.

CC1

CC1

Join the air purification revolution and install the CC1 Excel
Purifier in your building. In our modern society we generally
spend 21 out of every 24 hours indoors. We fill our lungs with
10,000 litres of indoor air per day. This air contains bacteria,
food and body odours, lint, fibres, dead skin, dust mites and
faecal matter from pests.
With the Excel Purifier you can purify this air before you
breathe it.
Air Purifiers are effective in numerous applications.
Homes
The Kitchen
The Laundry and Bathroom
The Garage, Workshop
		
Offices
Smoking Areas
Reception Areas
Boardrooms
Kitchenettes
Amenities and Toilets
		

Shops
Butchers
Florists
Hairdressers and Nail Salons
Restaurants
Doctors' Rooms, Vet Clinics
Hospitals, Nursing Homes
Vehicles
Cars
Taxis, Ambulances
Caravans, RVs, Boats

CC1

H2
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Desktop Purifier
The HD5 is designed for smaller spaces.

It has many unique
features packed into a very compact case:
• Combination ozone and ion electronics. This yields all
four benefits: the control of odours, microbes, dust and ion
balance.
• Safe plastic case. Electrically insulated.
• Electrical certifications, including EMI.
• Patented Plasma Ozone Emitters, featuring a wafer thin
silicon alloy laminate - microchip technology.
• In-built circulation fan with two-stage inlet filter.
• A great look, with a translucent case.
• Long life Plasma Source and separate Ion Source.
• On/off switch.
•
•

Transformer built into
the electric plug.
Operates either on its
side or standing up, to
circulate purified air up
towards the ceiling.

HD5

The HD5 is ideal for smaller spaces, such as a single room or
office. Locate it on a desktop or bench or cupboard and plug
it into the nearest powerpoint.
Or hang it on a wall, using the OB5 bracket accessory. This
is ideal for amenities or toilets, especially if connected to the
light switch.

HD5

HD5, OB5

Model HC4 has
the following great
features:
• Combination ozone
and ion electronics.
This yields all
four benefits: the
control of odours,
microbes, dust and
ion balance.
• Electrical certifications, including EMI.
• Long life Plasma Source and separate Ion Source.
• A great look, with a translucent case.
• Three way switch: ozone, ions, or off. An indicator light
shows when the HC4 is operating.
Also available as a larger version, the HC5 is designed for
buses, trucks, boats and RVs. The HC5 is identical to the HD5,
but has a bayonet to fit into your cigarette lighter socket.

Car Purifiers
It is not unusual for us to spend several

hours a week in a motor vehicle. Now
there is no need to tolerate the stale
and unpleasant air which may build
up inside. The HC4 is an in-vehicle,
ozone and ion purifier. It includes a
universal bayonet which fits into all
standard cigarette lighter sockets.

HC4

Specifications subject to change
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Data
Table

CC1

Air Purifier Code 
Model name
Type of space - typical
Size of space - approximate
Oxidant output, maximum (mg/hr)
Ion output maximum (per cm3 at 1m)
Airflow rate, open inlets, maximum (L/s)
Rated power, nominal (watts)
Weight, nominal (kg)
Dimensions, as standard
- Width W (mm)
- Length L (mm)
- Height H (mm)
Voltage type
Variable ozone emitter configuration (number)
Oxidant output, by removing emitters
Ion emitter: negative/positive ratio, nominal
Features - dual ozone + ion emitters
		
- plastic body, electrically insulated
		
- certified: no electromagnetic interference
		
- cleanable ozone emitters
		
- switch: variable ozone output
		
- switch: variable fan speed
		
- switch: on/off
		
- inlet filter: 2 stage: foam + electrostatic
		
- safety micro switch
Instruction Manual included

Home/Office
Multi-room
250m2
400
8,000,000
40
30
3.5
140
330
170
AC
3
400, 300, 200
2:1
4
4
4
4
100%, 50%, 20%
100%, 70%
4
4
4
4

HD5
Desktop
Single room
50m2
60
2,000,000
10
6
1.0
95
200
95
AC
1
–
2:1
4
4
4
4
–
–

HC4
Car
Car
–
0.05ppm
200,000
–
–
–
–
–
–
12V DC
1
–
3:1
4
4
4
–
–
–

HC5
Vehicle
Truck, Van, Boat
–
60
2,000,000
10
6
1.0
95
200
95
12V DC
1
–
2:1
4
4
4
4
–
–

4
4
–

4
–
–

4
4
–

4

4

4

Accessories

Innovative Electronics

A great way to find out about ozone levels.
Contains treated strips which give a colour
test indication after 10 minutes.

Ozone science (for odours + microbes)
The air contains pure oxygen
molecules

1.

2

Ozone is formed by the Plasma emitters (enriched oxygen)
The third oxygen atom attaches to a
pollutant to oxidise it to a harmless
molecule

3.

4.

Ozone Tester		

EZ1 Ozone Analyser

Air Purifier
Home/Office
Desktop
Vehicle

Leaving pure oxygen again

Ion science (for dust + ion balance)
1.

The air contains pure oxygen and
nitrogen molecules

2

Ions are formed by the Ion emitter
(in a 2:1 ratio). They are charged
compounds

3.

Dust and particles are attached to
the charge

4.

The heavy particles drop from the air
and can lose their charge

Air Purifier Model
Home/Office
Desktop

Air Purifier
Model
Home/Office CC1
Desktop
HD5

Emitter Code (1 off)
PZ201
PZ50
PZ50

Emitter Code (1 off) Air Purifier
Home/Office
9390SK
Desktop
9447SK

Model
CC1
HD5

Filter Code (1 set)
9446SA
9448SK

Spares - Inlet Filters

Application notes

• Particulate Filters (eg HEPA)

- clog up quickly
- don't kill microbes, but breed them
- don't affect odours or ion balance

• Gas Filters (eg carbon)

- clog up quickly
- then let all gases through
- don't kill microbes, but breed them

• Electrostatic Precipitators

- clog up quickly (eg in 1 week)
- then let all pollutants through
- don't affect odours or ion balance

• Ozone only (no ions)

- no effect on dust or ion balance

• Ionisers (no ozone)

- no effect on odours or microbes

1. Healthy indoor spaces require outside, fresh make-up air (minimum 3 air
changes per hour). Use Air Purifiers only in such spaces. Position the
Air Purifier so its output will mix and uniformly disperse throughout the
space.
2. Ozone and ions have a fresh/clean smell. However, the accuracy of the
human nose should not be relied upon. The safe threshold for ozone
levels is 0.1ppm. However, a set-point level of 0.05ppm is recommended
for installations in residential and commercial spaces. If in doubt, order
the EZ1 Tester Accessory to measure ozone levels and adjust output
accordingly.
3. Read Instruction Manual before use.

Ozone Environmental Technology
Sydney Head Office: PO Box 92
Balmain, NSW 2041, Australia.
Ph: (02) 9810 3662
Fax: (08) 8260 4233
E-mail: sales@ozonetec.com
Website: www.ozonetec.com

Useful Conversions
1m = 1000mm = 3.38 feet
1kg = 1000g = 2.20 pounds
1Pa = 0.102mm water = 0.004 inches water
1L/s = 3.60m3/hr = 2.12cfm
1kW = 1000W = 1.34hp
Ozone: 1ppm (by volume) = 2mg/m3 = 2000mg/m3
(at 1 atmosphere and 25oC).
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Model
CC1
HD5
HC5

Spares - Ozone Emitters

Spares - Ion Emitters

The problems with outdated technologies

EZ2

Bracket Code
OB1
OB5

Wall Brackets

H4

Use to check microbe levels in your building.
Contains special liquid and two dishes - to
compare microbe levels, before and after Air
Purifier treatment.
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